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Abstract

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a genetic disorder that if left untreated can lead to behav-

ioral problems, epilepsy, and even mental retardation. PKU results from mutations

within the phenylalanine-4-hydroxylase (PAH) gene that encodes for the PAH pro-

tein. The study of all PAH causing mutations is improbable using experimental tech-

niques. In this study, a collection of in silico resources, sorting intolerant from

tolerant, Polyphen-2, PhD-SNP, and MutPred were used to identify possible patho-

genetic and deleterious PAH non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms

(nsSNPs). We identified two variants of PAH, I65N and L311P, to be the most delete-

rious and disease causing nsSNPs. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried

out to characterize these point mutations on the atomic level. MD simulations rev-

ealed increased flexibility and a decrease in the hydrogen bond network for both

mutants compared to the native protein. Free energy calculations using the

MM/GBSA approach found that BH4, a drug-based therapy for PKU patients, had a

higher binding affinity for I65N and L311P mutants compared to the wildtype pro-

tein. We also identify important residues in the BH4 binding pocket that may be of

interest for the rational drug design of other PAH drug-based therapies. Lastly, free

energy calculations also determined that the I65N mutation may impair the dimeriza-

tion of the N-terminal regulatory domain of PAH.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder,1

with an estimated occurrence of one in every 20 000 births in the

United States.2-4 PKU occurs mostly in infants and can continue into

childhood. Common symptoms of PKU include odor, eczema, reduced

hair, skin and iris pigmentation. If left untreated, symptoms can be as

severe as mental retardation, behavioral problems, epilepsy, micro-

cephaly, and reduced growth.1,4 PKU results from mutations in

the phenylalanine hydroxylase gene1,2 that encodes for the

phenylalanine-4-hydroxylase (PAH) protein. PAH is an enzyme that

catalyzes the hydroxylation of the aromatic side-chain of L-

phenylalanine to produce L-tyrosine. The rate-limiting step of the

reaction is also dependent on a cofactor, tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4)

and a non-heme iron. This reaction is very important as it prevents

the buildup of phenylalanine, which if present in excessive amounts

can be neurotoxic. Only a synthetically formulated BH4 has shown to

benefit some patients who suffer from PKU suggesting that the sup-

plemental BH4 may again activate the reaction so that more phenylal-

anine can be converted to tyrosine.
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The PAH protein structure, found in humans and other mammals,

has a tetrameric5 conformation where the tetrameric complex is

formed by a 2-fold symmetry of two dimers (Figure 1A). Crystal struc-

tures of both unbound (apo) and BH4-bound (holo) states (Figure 1B)

as well as modeling studies6 revealed that BH4 interacts with the

serine-23 residue via hydrogen bonds with both O10 and O20 in the

dihydroxypropyl side-chain (Figure 1C). Serine-251 and Glycine-247

also form hydrogen bonds with BH4, while Leucine-249, Leucine-248

and Phenylalanine-254 help to stabilize BH4 within the protein core

via van der Waals, pi-sigma, and pi-pi stacking interactions. Moreover,

it is been suggested by Patel et al7 that phenylalanine binding at the

N-terminal regulatory domain (PAH-RD) results in dimerization of the

regulatory domain to reveal a homodimer. Disease associated PAH

mutants are thought to impair the dimer equilibrium of PAH-RD.

Some studies1,8,9 have shown that missense mutations may

account for the majority of patients that exhibit increased amounts of

phenylalanine. The PAH gene has approximately 548 mutations, with

50% of these mutations being missense mutations resulting from non-

synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs).2 NsSNPs

occur when a single nucleotide change in the DNA sequence results

in the formation of a different amino acid in the encoded protein

sequence.10 PAH mutations have also been shown to be different in

various populations. A study9 on 33 Korean patients have identified

two novel missense mutations, A202T and G344D, which were not

identified in the previous studies.11 The study showed that the A202T

mutation may weaken hydrophobic interactions among Ala202,

Tyr198, Tyr206, and Leu348 residues in the PAH protein, while the

G344D mutations may alter intermolecular interactions with some

residues in the β4 strand and the α10 helical domain as the Gly344 is

located between the β4 strand and the α10 helix in the catalytic

domains of the PAH protein. Song et al12 found Y154H, R157K,

S349A, A395D, E280G, and D282G mutations in PAH from investi-

gating 185 patients in northern China. These investigations also reveal

that some mutations are very different from those found in Europe.13

Patients in the United States have shown the largest mutational het-

erogeneity in PAH with the main mutations in amino acids R408W,

Y414C, F39L, I65T, L348V, E280K and P281L.11 Due to the possibil-

ity of various PAH variants, it is important to identify the variants of

PAH that are most likely to be harmful in the human body.

Many studies14-19 have shown that nsSNPs can alter the structure

of proteins making the proteins more flexible in 3-dimensional space,

therefore affecting the native protein function. In particular, mutations

in the PAH gene have been closely associated with the misfolding and

instability of the PAH protein.20,21 Reblova et al22 used molecular

dynamics simulations to characterize R408Q, R408W, L348V, and

V388M mutations in PAH and how they cause structural defects in the

F IGURE 1 A, Crystal structure of tetrameric, a dimer of a dimer, full-length human phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) in complex with cofactor
and negative regulator, tetrahydrobiopterin (Red), PDB: 6HYC; B, One of the chains of PAH which shows three subdomains (blue, purple and
yellow), tetrahydrobiopterin (red) and nine important mutations; C, Interactions of tetrahydrobiopterin with binding domain of PAH
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protein. Currently there are only two forms of treatment for PKU, a

low phenylalanine diet and sapropterin dihydrochloride.23,24

Sapropterin dihydrochloride is a synthetic form of the naturally occur-

ring BH4.
23,24 The FDA approved medication works by flooding the

mutant PAH structure with excess BH4, which may help suppress their

low binding affinity, and allows phenylalanine to be converted to tyro-

sine in order to prevent PKU.25,26 As of now, this is the only effective

treatment that can suppress the mutants low binding affinity to BH4,

and help convert phenylalanine to tyrosine.5,26

The deleterious and disease causing nsSNPs can affect the struc-

ture, stability, and residual fluctuation when compared to the wil-

dtype. Therefore, identifying and predicting these diseases causing

nsSNPs are very important as they can be possible targets for the

development of effective therapeutic drugs. In order to characterize

the most deleterious and disease causing nsSNPs in the PAH enzyme,

in silico approaches, such as the sorting intolerant from tolerant

(SIFT),27,28 Polyphen-2,29 PhD-SNP,30 and MutPred,31 were used to

study 50 nsSNPs in the PAH gene. Many studies have used these

methods to predict the effects of nsSNPs on protein function with

great success.32-34 Of the 50 PAH nsSNPs, the most deleterious and

disease-causing mutations were further studied using molecular

Dynamics (MD) simulations in order to understand the most deleteri-

ous mutation's effects on protein stability, structure, and dynamics.

This study utilized the crystal structure of a full-length human phenyl-

alanine hydroxylase in complex with the cofactor and negative regula-

tor, tetrahydrobiopterin, from the PDB35 with PDB ID 6HYC.5

Furthermore, MM/GBSA calculations were performed between BH4

and the wildtype and mutant PAH structures to analyze how patho-

genic mutations in the PAH enzyme may impact the binding affinity of

BH4. This study may help lead to more novel approaches in the treat-

ment of PKU. Additional free energy calculations were performed to

analyze the affect a deleterious mutation in the N-terminal regulatory

domain (RD) may have on the binding ability of PAH-RD, which may

be consequential in its propensity to form a homodimer.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Predicting deleterious and pathogenic
nsSNPs

The Universal Protein Resource database (UniProt)36 was used to

obtain potential mutations that are likely to occur in the PAH gene.

The mutations were then subjected to the algorithm of the SIFT

server27,28 (https://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg/). SIFT is a prediction tool that

can help determine if the nsSNPs affects protein function.27 SIFT

functions by using sequence homology and assuming evolutionary

conserved regions tend to be less tolerant of mutations, indicating

that missense mutations affect protein function.37 Furthermore, SIFT

prediction is based upon the degree of conservation of amino acid

residues in sequence alignments that are derived from related struc-

tures and are collected using Position-Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-

BLAST).38 The SIFT score ranges from 0 to 1, and a score < 0.05 is

predicted to affect protein function.14,37 After SIFT, the missense

mutations were subjected to Polymorphism Phenotyping v2

(PolyPhen-2) (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/). PolyPhen-2 is

able to predict the possible impact of missense mutation on the stabil-

ity and function of human proteins by assuming evolutionary conser-

vations.29 The server is recognized for analyzing the homology of

SNPs, with over a 68% accuracy in predicting whether nsSNPs are dis-

ease related.30 PolyPhen-2 analyzes the damaging probability of

nsSNPs and determines the functional impact using the following fac-

tors: ligand binding, single peptide, transmembrane, and protein

interactions,14 the predictions are essential for interpreting large sets

of rare genetic variants.29 Therefore, the scores obtained from

PolyPhen-2 can help determine which mutations are highly probable

to disrupt protein function. Like SIFT, PolyPhen-2 aligns multiple pro-

tein sequences; however, PolyPhen-2 is not as dependent on align-

ment as SIFT.29,39 Therefore, SIFT and PolyPhen-2 can be used

together to best predict how the missense mutations will affect pro-

tein function. PolyPhen-2 gives a confidence score that ranges from

0 to 1. Scores that are <0.15 are predicted to be benign, 0.15 to 1 are

possibly damaging; however, scores between 0.85 and 1 indicates

that the mutation has a higher probability of being damaging.

The mutations agreed to be highly deleterious, with a SIFT tolerance

score of 0 and a PolyPhen-2 score of 1, were further subjected to PhD-

SNP and MutPred. PhD-SNP (https://snps.biofold.org/phd-snp/phd-snp.

html) is a support vector machine that can predict if the nsSNP will result

in a new structure of the protein studied and if it can be related to a

genetic disease in humans.30 PhD-SNP solely depends on sequence

based features.40 More specifically, PhD-SNP can classify the disease-

causing point mutation.14 PhD-SNP has been reported to have more

than 74% accuracy in predicting whether a singular nsSNP can be dis-

ease related.30 MutPred (http://mutpred.mutdb.org/) is another widely

used and developed web server based upon protein sequence.31,40,41

From the protein sequence, MutPred models the changes of structural

features and functional sites between the wildtype and the nsSNP.31

MutPred has been developed to improve classification accuracy with

respect to human disease mutations.31 MutPred prioritizes the amino

acid substitutions that are most likely to be involved with disease, and

assesses the probabilities that a mutation affects structural and func-

tional components of the protein.41 MutPred gives two scores: a general

score (g-score) that determines the probability that the nsSNP is related

to disease, and the property value (p-score), which indicates whether

there are certain structural or functional properties that are disrupted.

The following indicates the interpretations of the two scores: g > 0.5

and P < .05 is considered to have an actionable hypothesis, g > 0.75 and

P < .05 is referred to as confident hypotheses, and g > 0.75 and P < .01

will yield a very confident hypothesis that the nsSNP is disease related

and affects structural properties of the protein.14

2.2 | MD simulations

MD Simulations were performed using Nanoscale Molecular Dynam-

ics (NAMD).42 The crystal structure of full-length human

LOPEZ ET AL. 685
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phenylalanine hydroxylase is available in the protein data bank

(PDB)35 with PDB ID: (6HYC).5 Since all four chains in 6HYC are iden-

tical, chain A is used for the molecular dynamic's simulations. The wil-

dtype PAH and I65N and L311P mutant protein systems were

prepared using the CHARMM-gui solution builder43,44 with

CHARMM36m additive forcefield for proteins.45 The protein systems

were fit in a rectangular water box filled with TIP3P water molecules

with a radius of 10 Å from the surface of the complex. In order to

mimic physiological conditions, 0.15 M of KCl ions were added using

the Monte-Carlo ion placing method. All simulations were carried out

under periodic boundary condition using the NPT ensemble where

the pressure is kept at 1 atm and temperature is kept at 303.15 K.

The Particle Mesh Ewald algorithm46 was used for long-range electro-

static forces between atoms and the cut-off for non-bonded atom

interactions was set to 12 Å. The temperature was controlled using

Langevin dynamics47 and pressure was controlled using the Nose-

Hoover Langevin piston method.47 The systems were minimized for

2 ns and then subjected to 30 ns production MD simulations. The

integration time step of dynamics was set to 2-fs. All bonds involving

hydrogen were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm48 and water

was restrained using the SETTLE algorithm.49

2.3 | Free energy calculations

The wildtype and two mutant systems (I65N, and L311P) bound with

the ligand BH4 were prepared for binding free energy calculations

using the CHARMM-GUI solution builder using the CHARMM36m

additive forcefield for proteins45 and CHARMM General Force Filed

(CGenFF) for ligands.50 The binding free energy simulations were

conducted using the Amber 18.51 The systems were minimized with a

steepest decent energy minimization for 5000 cycles and a conjugate

gradient algorithm for 10 000 cycles. Equilibration was carried out for

1 ns under NVT conditions with a positional restraint of 1 kcal/mol

and 1 fs time step. The temperature was set to 303.15 K and

maintained using Langevin dynamics. Production MD simulations

were conducted for 10 ns with a 2 fs time step under NPT conditions

using a friction coefficient (γ) of 1.0 ps−1 for the Langevin thermostat.

The pressure was held constant using the Monte Carlo barostat with

constant pressure dynamics performed using isotropic scaling. Inte-

gration was performed with a leap-frog algorithm and all bonds

involving hydrogen were restrained using SHAKE.48,49 The

Ambertools2052 ante-MMPBSA python script53 was used to create

the complex, receptor, and ligand parameter files from the solvated

parameter files used in the MD simulations. The binding free energies

between BH4 and the wildtype and two mutant systems were per-

formed using the Molecular Mechanics-Generalized Born Surface

Area (MM/GBSA) method with the MMPBSA python script53 inside

of Ambertools20. The binding free energy was calculated from

50 frames throughout the 10 ns simulation. The Generalized born

method was set to igb = 5, along with salt concentration set to

0.15 M. The dielectric constant of solvent was set to 78.5 and the

dielectric constant of solute was set to 1.0. Both of these dielectric

constants are Amber default and recommended values. Wang et al.54

investigated 21 protein-protein complexes to access the performance

of MM/GBSA in different conditions and suggested using a solute

dielectric constant of 1.0. Additionally, the solvent-accessible surface

area (SASA) was calculated using a γ = 0.0072 kcal/mol/Å2 and

β = 0.0 kcal/mol, respectively.

In MM/GBSA calculations, the binding free energy (ΔGbind)

between the ligand and PAH is calculated as

ΔGbind =ΔH−TΔS ≈ ΔEMM,gas +ΔGsol−TΔS ð1Þ

where ΔEMM,gas, ΔGsol and −TΔS are the changes of the gas phase

molecular mechanics energy, the solvation free energy, and the con-

formational entropy upon binding, respectively. The ΔEMM,gas is the

sum of the internal energy (ΔEinternal) arising from bond, angle and

dihedral interactions, non-bonded electrostatic energy (ΔEELE) and

Van der Waals energy (ΔEVDW).

ΔEMM,gas =ΔEint +ΔEELE +ΔEVDW ð2Þ

In MM/GBSA calculations, the ΔEint is canceled since the com-

plex, receptor, and ligand parameter files are created from the same

trajectory. The solvation free energy (ΔGsol) is calculated from the

sum of the polar solvation energy (ΔGGB) using the Generalized Born

model, and the non-polar energy is calculated based on the solvent-

accessible surface area (ΔGsurf) according to the LCPO algorithm.55

ΔGsol =ΔGGB +ΔGsurf ð3Þ

The conformational entropy change −TΔS is usually computed by

normal-mode analysis on a set of conformational snapshots taken

from MD simulations. In this case, contribution from the conforma-

tional entropy is neglected as inclusion of the entropy term may not

improve ranking the binding affinities of BH4 with the wild type and

the two mutant systems.

MM/GBSA calculations were also performed according to the

same procedures discussed above using PDB 5FII7,35 which contains

the homodimer of the PAH N-terminal regulatory domain. Due to

smaller system size, long MD simulations of 100 ns were conducted

for both the wildtype and I65N mutant structures. The free energy

calculations were performed using 800 frames between 20 and

100 ns when the systems were properly equilibrated.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | PAH mutations that are damaging and affect
protein function

Identifying pathogenic mutations in the PAH protein is useful as it

may help provide insight into the structural consequences of deleteri-

ous and pathogenic mutations on the PAH protein that can be used in

the future treatment of PKU. Of the potential mutations, 50 total

686 LOPEZ ET AL.
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mutations that have been characterized in the literature were selected

from the Universal Protein Resource database (UniProt)36 in this

study. The sorting intolerant from tolerant (SIFT) algorithm was used

to best predict which of the 50 nsSNPs in the PAH protein were the

most deleterious. Thirty-five of the 50 mutations were predicted to

affect protein function (APF) according to SIFT as they have scores

below a tolerance index of 0.05 (Table 1). Of the 35 mutations that

APF, 9 of the missense mutations, I65N, S67P, L213P, Q226H,

TABLE 1 Scores from SIFT and PolyPhen-2 along with their prediction on how it impacts protein structure and function

Missense mutation SIFT tolerance score SIFT prediction PolyPhen-2 score PolyPhen-2 prediction

S16P 0.08 Tolerated 0 Benign

L41F 0.05 Tolerated 0.948 Probably damaging

G46S 0.46 Tolerated 0.994 Probably damaging

E56D 0.19 Tolerated 0.003 Benign

I65N 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

S67P 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

T92I 0.39 Tolerated 0.006 Benign

D129Y 0 APF 0.999 Probably damaging

G148S 0 APF 0.998 Probably damaging

R157S 0 APF 0.997 Probably damaging

Q160P 0.16 Tolerated 0.245 Benign

R169H 0 APF 0.083 Benign

G171R 0 APF 0.999 Probably damaging

P175A 0.05 Tolerated 0.999 Probably damaging

V190A 0 APF 0.999 Probably damaging

H201R 0.24 Tolerated 0.982 Probably damaging

N207D 0.08 Tolerated 0.918 Probably damaging

L213P 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

D222V 0 APF 0.645 Possibly damaging

Q226H 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

T238P 0.01 APF 1 Probably damaging

R241H 0.12 Tolerated 0.903 Probably damaging

P244L 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

A246D 0.02 APF 1 Probably damaging

R252G 0.01 APF 1 Probably damaging

L255V 0.01 APF 0.998 Probably damaging

R261P 0 APF 0.96 Probably damaging

C265G 0.03 APF 0.342 Benign

S273F 0 APF 0.996 Probably damaging

Y277C 0.01 APF 1 Probably damaging

E280K 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

I283N 0.04 APF 0.999 Probably damaging

F299C 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

Q304R 0 APF 0.999 Probably damaging

L311P 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

A322T 0.04 APF 0.99 Probably damaging

C334S 0.01 APF 1 Probably damaging

K341T 0.01 APF 0.996 Probably damaging

G344V 0 APF 1 Probably damaging

L348V 0.01 APF 0.964 Probably damaging

C357G 0.13 Tolerated 0.977 Probably damaging

(Continues)
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P244L, E280K, F299C, L311P, and G344V, were considered to be

highly deleterious with SIFT scores of 0. Next, PolyPhen-2 was used

to verify the results gathered from SIFT. The PolyPhen-2 score (PSIC)

<0.15 indicates the mutation is benign, between 0.15 and 1 is possibly

damaging, and between 0.85 and 1 to be higher probability of damag-

ing. Of the 50 nsSNPs, PolyPhen-2 predicted 7 of the mutations,

S16P, E56D, T921, Q160P, R169H, C265G, and D451N, to be benign,

2 of the mutations, D222V and D394A, to be possibly damaging and

41 of the mutations, as shown in Table 1, to be probably damaging.

The SIFT server and Polyphen-2 server work together to provide

the most confident predictions on the impact of specific nsSNPs. Of

the 50 mutations, only 9, I65N, S67P, L213P, Q226H, P244L, E280K,

F299C, L311P, G344V, were selected to undergo analysis with the

PhD-SNP and MutPred servers, as these 9 mutations had the maxi-

mum deleterious scores with a SIFT tolerance score of 0 and a PSIC

(PolyPhen-2) score of 1. With this criterion, we ensured that only the

most confident deleterious nsSNPs moved on for further examination.

A recommendation by the American College of Medical Genetics and

Genomics suggest using multiple servers to predict the effects of

mutations on protein function,56 thus the agreeable deleterious muta-

tions from SIFT and PolyPhen-2 were further studied with PhD-SNP

and MutPred.

3.2 | PAH mutations that are pathogenic and
affect protein structure

PhD-SNP and MutPred are used in conjunction to further identify if

the 9 missense mutations, identified with SIFT and PolyPhen-2, may

be pathogenic and affect protein structure. PhD-SNP was used to

determine the pathogenic effect of the mutations. The 9 mutations,

I65N, S67P, L213P, Q226H, P244L, E280K, F299C, L311P, G344V,

which were found to have a high confidence level of being deleterious

to the function of the PAH protein, were also found to be disease

associated according to PhD-SNP (Table 2).

To further analyze the results from PhD-SNP, all 9 nsSNPs, listed

in Table 1, were also studied with MutPred. Of the 9 mutations, Mut-

Pred found only two of the mutations, I65N and L311P, to have very

confident reliability of structural disruption, by predicting a gain of dis-

order. Mutant I65N had g and P scores of 0.961 and .0063 respec-

tively, which suggests a gain of disorder with I65N mutation.

Furthermore, MutPred elicited a loss of catalytic residue with a confi-

dent hypothesis (g-score = 0.961 and p-score = .0359), and a loss of

sheet (g-score = 0.961 and P = .0457). The L311P mutant also had a

very confident hypothesis of gain of disorder due to the mutation, as

the g and p-scores are found to be 0.918 and 0.0067, respectively.

L311P was also predicted to have loss of catalytic residue (P = .0295)

and loss of stability (P = .0441). MutPred predicted both the I65N and

L311P mutations to lead to a loss of catalytic residue and a gain of

disorder with confident and very confident hypotheses, respectively.

Loss of catalytic residues is known to compromise the amino acids

located in the active site, which can disrupt enzyme-catalyzed reac-

tions.57 Therefore, a loss in the catalytic residue may impact the meta-

bolic pathway responsible for converting phenylalanine to tyrosine.

Bosco et al58 studied nine patients that suffer from PKU by isolat-

ing their DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes and found that the

I65N mutation is prevalent in the impairment of PAH's enzymatic

activity. The I65N mutation was found to be one of the most patho-

genic mutations that leads to PKU58. The patient who had the I65N

mutation demonstrated adverse effects of PKU due to a lack of early

treatment which resulted in a mild form of mental retardation.58 The

L311P mutation has also been studied experimentally. Lichter-

Konecki et.al59 found that the missense mutation, L311P, that

changes the leucine amino acid to proline resulted in an unstable PAH

protein, as well as a high probability that the mutation leads to PKU.

These experimental results agree very well with the results from both

PhD-SNP and MutPred.

3.3 | MD analysis

In order to further understand the structure, dynamics and function of

the possible deleterious and disease-causing mutations, I65N and

L311P, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out and the

results were further compared to the wildtype PAH protein. First, the

root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) was calculated, with respect to

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Missense mutation SIFT tolerance score SIFT prediction PolyPhen-2 score PolyPhen-2 prediction

P366H 0.03 APF 0.981 Probably damaging

Y387H 0 APF 0.987 Probably damaging

D394A 0.25 Tolerated 0.451 Possibly damaging

A403V 0.32 Tolerated 0.953 Probably damaging

P407L 0.29 Tolerated 0.987 Probably damaging

F410S 0.01 APF 1 Probably damaging

D415N 1 Tolerated 0.003 Benign

L430P 0.01 APF 0.978 Probably damaging

A447D 0.01 APF 0.976 Probably damaging

Note: Mutations in bold show the most confidence in affecting protein function (APF) and are further studied with PhD-SNP and MutPred.
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the Cα atoms, from the initial structure, to compare how the muta-

tions impact the dynamic behavior of the PAH protein (Figure 2A).

The RMSD of the mutant proteins, I65N and L311P, deviate from

their initial structures to a much greater extent than the wildtype pro-

tein. The RMSD of the wildtype protein stays relatively stable

throughout the simulation, with an average RMSD of 2.28 Å. In com-

parison, the L311P and I65N mutants deviate far more from their ini-

tial crystal structures with an average RMSD of 3.30 and 4.95 Å,

respectively. The RMSD of the I65N mutant increases drastically from

its initial crystal structure until about 7 Å before the RMSD begins to

stabilize (Figure 2A). This is further verified by overlapping the last

frame of the wildtype and I65N and L311P mutant PAH structures

(Figure 3).

There is a noticeable difference between the C-terminal region in

the mutant structures compared to the wildtype. Furthermore, struc-

tural differences are observed in a few of the alpha helical regions

including in the regulatory domain, especially in the I65N mutant,

which helps to explain why the RMSD was much higher than the

L311P and native structures. This may further help to show that

mutations in the PAH gene are closely associated with the misfolding

and instability of the PAH protein.60

Next, the root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF) was calculated

for the Cα atoms of the PAH protein residues, to provide insight into

the dynamic behavior of the mutant structure residues compared to

the wildtype (Figure 2B). Both mutants, I65N and L311P, had larger

residual fluctuation compared to the wildtype (Figure 2B). The wil-

dtype protein had an average RMSF of 1.17 Å, while the I65N and

L311P mutants had an average RMSF of 1.35 and 1.27 Å, respec-

tively, demonstrating that there is greater flexibility in the mutant

structures as compared to the wildtype. In particular, the I65N mutant

has the largest fluctuation over the course of the simulation, in accor-

dance with the RMSD calculation. Residues 125 to 135 are in the loop

region and quite flexible, therefore, the RMSF for the wild type as well

as the mutants are quite large between resides 125 and 135.

Figure 2C represents the radius of gyration, Rg, of the wild type

PAH protein and its mutants, I65N and L311P. The Rg provide addi-

tional insights into the overall dynamics of these protein structures.

Based on the radius of gyration calculation, the wildtype was found to

be more stable compared to the I65N and L311P mutants, indicating

the wildtype is more compact and tightly folded. The radius of gyra-

tion of I65N change more than the wildtype, while the L311P mutant

had the largest radius of gyration, which agrees with the predicted

MutPred results indicating a loss of stability. This may suggest

that the L311P mutant is undergoing a significant structural

transformation.

Hydrogen bonds play an important role in the stability of protein

structure. Thus, the total number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds,

with respect to time, were calculated for the mutant and wildtype

PAH structures (Figure 2D). Both mutant structures had a disruption

in their intramolecular hydrogen bond network with less hydrogen

bonds observed than the wildtype. In particular, the L311P mutant

had the fewest number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, which

likely contributed to the loss of stability that is also observed in the

radius of gyration calculation. The theoretical hydrogen bond calcula-

tion agrees with the experimental results that also found the L311P

mutation to lead to a disruption in the hydrogen bond network of

PAH.61

To further assess the stability of the PAH mutant proteins com-

pared to the wildtype, a principal component analysis of the wildtype

and L311P and I65N mutant proteins, along their first two eigenvec-

tors, were calculated to provide insight into the internal motion of the

proteins during the simulation (Figure 4).

Both mutant proteins covered a larger area along the first two

principal eigenvectors as compared to the wildtype. In particular, the

TABLE 2 Agreeable mutations from SIFT and PolyPhen-2 were studied with PhD-SNP and MutPred to predict possible pathogenic mutations
and whether they may affect PAH protein structure

Missense mutation PhD-SNP g Score P Score Mechanism disrupted Confidence

I65N Disease 0.961 .0063 Gain of disorder Very confident

I65N Disease 0.961 .0359 Loss of catalytic residue Confident

I65N Disease 0.961 .0457 Loss of sheet Confident

S67P Disease 0.918 .0508 Loss of phosphorylation Low confidence

L213P Disease 0.927 .0406 Loss of stability Confident

Q226H Disease 0.957 .2137 Loss of disorder Low Confidence

P244L Disease 0.925 .0109 Gain of catalytic residue Confident

E280K Disease 0.965 .0351 Gain of ubiquitination Confident

E280K Disease 0.965 .0066 Gain of methylation Very Confident

F299C Disease 0.970 .0559 Gain of catalytic residue Low Confidence

L311P Disease 0.918 .0067 Gain of disorder Very Confident

L311P Disease 0.918 .0295 Loss of catalytic residue Confident

L311P Disease 0.918 .0441 Loss of stability Confident

G344V Disease 0.993 .0464 Loss of ubiquitination Confident

Note: Mutations in bold are studied with MD simulations.
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I65N mutant had the largest motion during the course of the simula-

tion along the first eigenvector, while the L311P had a larger range of

motion along both the first and second eigenvectors compared to the

wildtype PAH protein.

To further understand the effects of the L311P mutation on the

stability of the PAH protein, an intramolecular hydrogen bond analysis

was conducted between Leu-311 and all the residues in the wildtype

protein, as well as between the mutant, Pro-311, and all the residues

F IGURE 3 Overlap image of
wildtype (blue), mutant I65N
(green) and mutant L311P (red)
compared at the last frame of the

simulation [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 2 A, rootmean-square deviation (RMSD); B, root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF); C, Radius of gyration (Rg); and D, Total number
of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. RMSD, RMSF, and Rg is calculated with respect to the Cα atoms. The values for wildtype, L311P mutant, and
I65N mutant are shown in black, red and blue, respectively [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from the mutant structure, L311P. The amino acid, Leu, from the wil-

dtype formed hydrogen bonds between ARG-408NH1, LEU-308O, LEU-

308HA, and GLY-307O with frequencies of 98, 42, 40, and 32%, respec-

tively. However, the mutated L311P protein demonstrates an overall

decrease in both the number of hydrogen bonds as well as its occupan-

cies (Table 3). Pro-311 in the mutated structure mainly formed hydro-

gen bonds with ARG-408 and LEU-308 with 97% and 25% occupancies

respectively. This indicates that the L311P mutation is likely to lead to

instability in the PAH protein, as represented in the RMSD, RMSF,

radius of gyration analysis and principal component analysis.

On the contrary, the 65th residue of the wildtype protein, ILE,

forms hydrogen bonds with LEU-65O and PHE-80O at frequencies of

49% and 24%, respectively. After the mutation to ASN, more hydro-

gen bonds are formed with residues such THR-81HG1 and HSD-82HN

at frequencies of 53% and 30%, respectively (Table 3).

The intramolecular bonds were then further analyzed by creating

a distribution of the relative frequency of the number of hydrogen

bonds between all the residues and wildtype/mutant residues

(Figure 5). The native structure, before the mutation, had a greater rel-

ative frequency of intramolecular hydrogen bonds between the Ile-65

and the rest of the residues in the protein, compared to after the

mutation to Asn-65. Ile-65 is found to form more one or two hydro-

gen bonds than Asn-65 with the other resides of protein (Figure 5A).

Furthermore, the number of hydrogen bonds for Leu-311 in wildtype

PAH is compared with those of Pro-311 in L311P. The Leu-311 forms

more hydrogen compared to those of Pro-311 with the rest of the

residues in PAH, as shown in Figure 5B. The decrease in hydrogen

bonds in L311P indicates a loss of protein stability when leucine is

replaced with proline in the 311th residue of PAH.

In addition to the intramolecular hydrogen bond analysis, an inter-

molecular hydrogen bond analysis between the Leu-311 wildtype and

water molecules, as well as between the mutated amino acid, Pro-

311, and the solvent was conducted. The intermolecular hydrogen

bond analysis was performed to further understand the interactions

of the solvent molecules with the wildtype and L311P mutant (Table 4).

The wildtype amino acid, Leu-311, formed only two hydrogen bonds

with the solvent molecules. In contrast, the mutated amino acid, Pro-

311, formed six hydrogen bonds between PRO-311CA/WAT-

11774OH2, PRO-311CA/WAT-2643OH2, PRO-311CA/WAT-19666OH2,

F IGURE 4 Projection of motion along first two principal
eigenvectors for Cα atoms of phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH)
proteins. Wildtype shown in black, I65N mutant shown in blue, and
L311P mutant shown in red [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 3 Average lengths (r), angles (θ), and occupancy (f) of intramolecular hydrogen bonds between all residues in wildtype PAH and
Leu-311 and Ile-65, as well as between all residues in L311P and I65N mutant and their respective substitution from the MD simulation

Wildtype with 311th residue Wildtype with 65th residue

Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg) Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg)

ARG-408NH1/LEU-311O 98% 2.81 159.76 ILE-65HN/LEU-65O 49% 3.23 157.65

LEU-311N/LEU-308O 42% 3.31 151.29 ILE-65HA/PHE-80O 24% 3.39 146.62

LEU-311CG/LEU-308HA 40% 3.26 146.35

LEU-311CG/GLY-307O 32% 3.39 149.00

LEU-308CA/LEU-311HG 31% 3.22 141.07

LEU-311CD2/PHE-121HB2 21% 3.20 151.80

LEU-311N/GLY-307O 17% 3.31 144.95

PHE-121CB/LEU-311HD21 15% 3.21 150.55

L311P Mutant I65N Mutant

Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg) Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg)

ARG-408NH1/PRO-311O 97% 2.88 161.22 THR-81HG1/ASN-65OD1 53% 2.75 162.39

PRO-311CD/LEU-308O 25% 3.40 150.32 HSD-82HN/ASN-65OD1 30% 3.00 154.40

VAL-412CG2/PRO-311HB2 17% 3.23 149.98 THR-81HA/ ASN-65HA 18% 3.35 150.71

PRO-311CA/PHE-121HB1 16% 3.35 150.32 THR-81HA/ ASN-65OD1 17% 3.31 143.63

VAL-412CG2/PRO-311HB2 16% 3.24 150.44

Note: Only occupancies (f) up to 15% are reported. 3.5 Å hydrogen bond distance is given with respect to the donor heavy atoms.
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PRO-311CA/WAT-2643H2, PRO-311CA/WAT-11774H2, and PRO-

311CA/WAT-11774H1 with frequencies of 8, 6, 5, 3, 3, and 2%,

respectively (Table 4). The mutant Pro-311 may demonstrate greater

structural flexibility as the number of hydrogen bonds increased with

the solvent and decrease with the other residues in protein, in com-

parison to the wildtype, Leu-311.

An intermolecular hydrogen bond analysis was also performed

between the Ile-65 residue and water molecules, as well as between

the mutant, Asn-65, and solvent. The wildtype amino acid, Ile-65,

formed only two hydrogen bonds at an occupancy of 1%. In compari-

son, the mutant residue, Asn-65, formed six hydrogen bonds between,

WAT-4095OH2/ASN-65OD1, WAT-16618OH2/ASN-65OD1, WAT-

6806OH2/ASN-65OD1, WAT-8483OH2/ASN-65OD1, WAT-18494OH2/

ASN-65OD1, and WAT-6806OH2/ASN-65OD1 with occupancies of

10, 5, 2, 2, 2, and 2% respectively (Table 4). Both mutants dis-

played greater structural flexibility compared to the wildtype PAH

protein.

3.4 | Free energy calculations

A synthetic form of BH4, Kuvan, is a pharmacological agent that can

lower phenylalanine levels in the blood and is currently the only drug-

based therapy for a subset of phenylketonuria patients.5 The

synthetic formulation of BH4 works by partially acting as a pharmaco-

logical chaperone to help misfolded mutant proteins fold correctly.5

Here, free energy calculations using the MM/GBSA approach were

conducted between BH4 and native PAH as well as BH4 and the two

mutants, I65N and L311P, in order to understand how the binding

affinity may differ between BH4 with native PAH and the mutants.

Interestingly, the calculated binding affinity between BH4 and the wil-

dtype was −6.45 kcal/mol, which is less than the binding affinity for

the I65N and L311P mutants at −10.03 and − 8.70 kcal/mol, respec-

tively (Table 5).

For all systems, the contribution of Van der Waals forces

(ΔEVDW), electrostatic energies (ΔEELE), and non-polar solvation

energy (ΔGsurf) was favorable, while the polar solvation energy

(ΔGGB) calculated from the Generalized born model was unfavorable

(Table 5). The increase in binding affinity for the mutants is mostly

F IGURE 5 Frequency of the number of hydrogen bonds,
A, between Ile-65 and all residues in wildtype phenylalanine
hydroxylase (PAH) and between Asn-65 and all residues in I65N as
well as, B, between Leu-311 and all residues in wildtype PAH and
between Pro-311 and all residues in L311P [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 4 Average lengths (r), angles (θ), and occupancy (f) of intermolecular hydrogen bonds of solvent water molecules with wildtype of the
65th and 311th residue, with each mutant from the MD simulation

Wildtype with 311th residue Wildtype with 65th residue

Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg) Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg)

LEU-311CA/WAT-13814OH2 2% 3.41 148.72 WAT-6362OH2/ILE-65O 1% 2.98 152.87

LEU-311CD2/WAT-13814H1 2% 3.31 149.78 WAT-811OH2/ILE-65O 1% 3.00 153.81

L311P Mutant I65N Mutant

Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg) Donor/acceptor pair f (%) r (Å) θ (deg)

PRO-311CA/WAT-11774OH2 8% 3.40 149.09 WAT-4095OH2/ASN-65OD1 10% 2.96 153.44

PRO-311CA/WAT-2643OH2 6% 3.42 148.65 WAT-16618OH2/ASN-65OD1 5% 2.94 153.50

PRO-311CA/WAT-19666OH2 5% 3.40 149.28 WAT-6806OH2/ASN-65OD1 2% 2.91 155.15

PRO-311CA/WAT-2643H2 3% 3.38 154.78 WAT-8483OH2/ASN-65OD1 2% 2.93 151.24

PRO-311CA/WAT-11774H2 3% 3.36 156.18 WAT-18494OH2/ASN-65OD1 2% 2.97 151.23

PRO-311CA/WAT-11774H1 2% 3.33 157.55 WAT-6806OH2/ASN-65OD1 2% 2.93 153.57

Note: Only occupancies (f ) up to 2% are reported for mutant. 3.5 Å hydrogen bond distance is given with respect to the donor heavy atoms.
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due to the increase in ΔEELE, and ΔGsurf, as well as an increase in the

ΔEVDW for the I65N mutant.

The largest increase in binding affinity was observed for the I65N

mutant. Patients with a very similar mutation, I65T, have previously

shown positive BH4 response.62 Since BH4 binds with the I65N

mutant at a higher affinity than the wildtype, this may help to explain

why patients with the similar I65T mutant responded to treatment

with BH4. Moreover, this may also mean that patients with the I65N

mutation might respond similarly to treatment using BH4.

In the binding pocket of the PAH protein, Ser-23, Ser-251, Leu-

249, and Gly-247 are all very important residues since they make

hydrogen bonds with the BH4 ligand (Figure 1C). To assess how the

interaction energy between these residues and BH4 changes after

mutation, a pairwise decomposition analysis was performed from the

MM/GBSA calculations (Figure 6).

In all systems, Ser-251 and Leu-249 contribute substantially to the

total binding affinity (Figure 6). In particular, there is an increase in the

interaction energy between Leu-249 and Gly-247 with BH4 for both

the I65N and L311P mutants. Therefore, these residues may be very

important in the rational drug design for other PAH pharmacological

agents. Only with Ser-23 was the interaction energy with BH4 larger for

the wildtype than the mutants. These results reveal that the increase in

the binding affinity for the mutant PAH proteins is largely due to Leu-

249 and Gly-247 residues. Moreover, Ser-251 also contributes greatly

to the I65N mutant having the largest binding affinity with BH4.

Free energy calculations, using MM/GBSA, were also carried out

using the PDB 5FII which contains the homodimer structure of the

PAH N-terminal regulatory domains (RD). Wildtype PAH undergoes

dimerization due to intermolecular force at the RD of two PAH pro-

teins. A mutation in the RD domain may disrupt or weaken the dimer-

ization process. The goal was to elicit how the I65N mutation that

results from an amino acid change from isoleucine to asparagine may

impact the ability of the N-terminal regulatory domain monomer to

bind to the other identical monomer that leads to homodimer

formation.

Disease causing mutations such as G46S, T63P, I65S, and E76A

have previously shown to affect the structural stability of the N-

terminal regulatory domain impacting dimerization.7 Here, the free

energy of binding between the two wildtype N-terminal regulatory

domain monomers was calculated at −119.58 ± 13.18 kcal/mol

(Figure 7). After the I65N mutation was introduced to both mono-

mers, the binding free energy dropped substantially to −24.06 ±

10.65 kcal/mol (Figure 7). The lower free energy for the I65N mutant

agrees with literature7 that also finds that mutations in the N-terminal

regulatory domain lead to instability that likely results in decreased

dimerization ability. However, future work is still garnered to better

understand how the dimerization of the PAH N-terminal domain acti-

vates enzyme activity and the mechanism in which mutations may

impact dimerization that might lead to lower enzyme activity and sub-

sequently PKU disease.

4 | CONCLUSION

Computational prediction of the effects of nsSNPs can be imperative

to further understand how missense mutations may impact protein

TABLE 5 Binding free energies of BH4 bound to wildtype, I65N,
and L311P mutant systems

System ΔEVDW ΔEELE ΔGGB ΔGsurf

ΔG bind

(kcal/mol)

BH4-wildtype −23.52 −5.18 25.91 −3.66 −6.45 ± 3.68

BH4- I65N

mutant

−26.19 −12.03 32.58 −4.39 −10.03 ± 2.97

BH4- L311P

mutant

−22.20 −9.62 26.81 −3.69 −8.70 ± 3.62

Note: All units are in kcal/mol.

F IGURE 6 Pair-wise energy decomposition analysis of residues in
the binding site that make hydrogen bonds with BH4 ligand [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 7 Phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) N-terminal
regulatory domain homodimer showing the site for I65N mutation
(green) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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function and stability. In this study, we prioritized the most deleteri-

ous and disease-causing mutations, I65N and L311P, out of 50 nsSNPs

from the UniProt database. In order to examine the impact of the

nsSNPs, we carried out an in-silico approach via molecular dynamics

to further understand the consequences of these mutations on the

structure and dynamics of these mutant proteins. It was observed,

through RMSF, radius of gyration, eigenvector value calculations that

there was a loss of stability in these proteins. This observation was

further supported after calculating the number of hydrogen bonds

which were less for the mutants compared to the wildtype and indi-

cated that the mutants are more flexible. Moreover, MM/GBSA free

energy calculations reveal that BH4, a drug-based therapy for PKU

patients, had a higher binding affinity for I65N and L311P mutants

compared to the wildtype protein. In addition, important residues are

identified in the BH4 binding pocket that may be of interest for the

rational drug design of other PAH drug-based therapies. Free energy

calculations also revealed that the I65N mutation may impair the

dimerization of the N-terminal regulatory domain. Our computational

investigation provides great insight into two probable point mutations

that can lead to PKU. This study may also be used to improve treat-

ment and early detection methods in efforts to prevent children from

developing severe symptoms of PKU.
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